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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
It is the purpose of this paper to consider aid evaluate the ad-
justment of mentally deficient girls in homes in the community and aided
by social service furnished by the Division of Mental Deficiency in the
Massachusetts Department of Mental Health. The evaluations are made by
the application of arbitrary standards, set by the writer, to the case
histories of 20 feeble-minded girls, whose cases were active with the
Division during the ten-year period between 1930 and 194.0. The cases of
the Division are selected in a conference between the psychiatrist and a
social worker of the Division as good material for a wage home blacement
plan.
The secondary concern of the paper is the focusing of attention on
the whole problem of mental deficiency, a problem which assails the social
worker at every hand as she works among those in society whose function has
been impaired, either temporarily or on a more permanent basis. If time
and effort are to be conserved by the social worker and are to be distrib-
uted in the most profitable directions, the needs, limitations, and possi-
bilities of doing case work with feeble-minded people will require careful
scrutiny.
The term mental deficiency itself is of such a general nature, that
thorough consideration of its connotation is necessary before one can begin
to have a clear mental picture of its meaning. We are beset by confusions

and fallacies imprinted in our minds by over-enthusiastic explanations and
over-simplifications of the problem as it exists in reality. Therefore,
before considering the inclusive, modern conception of the mentally defic-
ient individual, it is well to review briefly the evolution of men's un-
derstanding of feeble-mindedness; an evolution that has led us today to
a many-faceted definition of this condition.

CHAPTER II
HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
The condition which r:e in America choose to term "mental de-
ficiency, feeble-mindedness, or amentia" is not peculiar to our part-
icular culture or era, although these latter factors do enter into the
definition of these terms. In cultures less complex than the highly-
industrialized and urbanized organizations of many of our modern centers,
only the more marked degrees of mental deficiency were vividly apparent
and the instigators of concern and action. "Idiot" was a term used
loosely to describe any obviously mentally deficient condition.
In some cultures the feeble-minded were shunned, ostracized,
and persecuted. It is not difficult to imagine that a culture fired
with the determination for physical and mental perfection would mete
out a harsh fare to its human anomalies. In such societies, the idiot
stimulated only horror and disgust and was deprived of the rights en-
joyed by his more normal contemporaries. And so one finds that the
Greeks deliberately abandoned their idiot populations. And in Sparta,
obviously defective children were left on the mountain to die, or were
thrown into the river. The Y/ritings of Cicero suggest that similar
methods of elimination were employed by the Romans.
A new school of thought, the era of kindness, was ushered in
with Christianity. A philosophy which emphasized man's duty to the
weak, and the value of the individual however unfortunate could not

help but encourage an approach less rigid than that of wholesale elimina-
tion. For example, parts of the teachings of Saint Paul are sometimes
interpreted as pleas in behalf of the mentally deficient. Also in the
Fourth Century, the Bishop of Myra, the Saint Nicholas of Christmas fame,
tenderly cared for and urged a kindly attitude toward the idiot.
The Middle Ages introduced an even more radical swing in
attitude toward these same deficient people. Their incoherent mutterings
were thought to be mysterious revelations from some supernatural con-
tact or connection. Then too, many of the nobles favored these un-
fortunates as fools or jesters, allowing them free run of their royal
castles.
Quite the opposite point of view was held by Luther and Calvin
during the Reformation. The followers of these radical thinkers de-
clared that the idiot, obviously different from the general run of people,
was filled with evil spirits or Satan. Many and rigorous have been the
physical hardships inflicted on innocent men to drive the evil spirits
from their inner selves.
It was not until the Nineteenth Century that the first really
scientific interest in the mentally deficient began. Tue e&rly stimulus
to exploration into this field was indeed a dramatic one. In 1708 some
French hunters found a wild boy in the forest, a boy quite naked and
living in the manner of wild animals. He walked as a quadruped, fought
with his teeth* constantly attempted to escape, and drank by stretching
flat on the ground and putting his chin into the water. To those in-
terested in the two prominent schools of thought of the time, the

sensationalists and the nativists, this boy who was untouched by human
culture and influence was of particular interest. The nativists held that
«n mental growth was due to the gradual unfolding of innate ideas.
Growth was marked by the appearance of these latent potentialities.
The sensationalists, on the other hand, felt the individual's mind was
a clean slate awaiting development through ideas written on it by the
medium of social stimulation. This, of course, involved the senses.
It was thought by many that ideas were merely sensations transformed.
Dr. Itard, chief medical assistant officer at a school of the deaf
and dumb and a member of the highly optimistic sensationalist school,
became interested in the wild boy. Itard hoped to observe the develop-
ment of growth of this youth after exposing the latter to appropriate
social stimulation. For four long years Itard worked painstakingly in
an attempt to develop the boy' s senses and thereby raise his mental
and social status. Only the slightest improvement in the boy's be-
havior resulted, and Itard agreed that the boy was an idiot. However,
Itard' s work was the opening wedge. He had pointed out two important
facts. First, even a low-grade feeble-minded person will respond to
training. Second, muscle, sense, and occupational training are those
'
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forms of training most successful for use with these people.
Probably one of the most important results of Itard's work was
the interest he stimulated in his pupil, Seguin. Seguin, a lighly
idealistic man versed in medicine, surgery, and psychiatry, has been
1 Stanley P. Davies, Social Control of the Mentally Deficient ,
pp. 17-27.

6called the first great leader and teacher in the field of mental de-
ficiency. It was Seguin' s belief that idiocy or feeble-mindedness was
not a hopeless, irremedial defect. He felt that the feeble-minded
were ruled by instinct alone and were not subject to control by the
will or by moralistic powers because of the fact that some "infirmity of
the nervous system" had isolated these latter forces from the organs and
faculties of the child. The problem from the curative viewpoint was, then,
to stimulate and develop the nervous system to such an extent that the
schism would no longer exist. The will of the individual would become
a unit with the rest of the personality and would become governor of
his behavior, mental and physical. And so with this in mind, Seguin
developed a system of education which is still basic to much of the
successful educational practice of today. In brief, Seguin used homely,
every-day objects such as spades, balls, etc. to overcome the child's
muscular incapacities and to improve muscular movements. Training
of the nervous system and senses led to interest in general ideas, ab-
stract thought, and morality. Seguin achieved enough success with his
methods to gain for himself considerable recognition and fame. The use
of his methods spread in Europe. It was his leadership and methods which
t o
molded America s approach to the problem of mental deficiency.
As a matter of fact, up until this time, America had given the
feeble-minded little or no recognition. Some interest had been shown
in mutes, the blind, and the insane, but feeble-mindedness was still
largely an individual and family problem. Some were cared for by their
families, and many were scattered like seeds in the wind among the in-
2 Ibid., pp. 27-34.

mates of - almshouses and jails. Seguin 1 s philosophy and methods were
brought to this country by private interests. After the first private
school for the feeble-minded was established, Massachusetts set up the
first state-supported school in America in the middle of the Nineteenth
Century. This first state school was set up in South Boston and was
under the directorship of Dr. Samuel Gridley Howe. (This school was later
moved to Waverly and is now known as the Walter E. Fernald State School.)
Hore, who proved himself again and again to be an exceedingly pro-
gressive and flexible personality, invited Seguin to come to Massachusetts.
Seguin, who left Europe because of political disagreements, was of great
importance in molding the program of the new Massachusetts School. This
prominent Frenchman later assisted in establishing schools in Pennsylvania,
New York and Ohio.
Soon schools mushroomed up in nearly every state, so that in the
early part of the Twentieth Century one finds in existence many state
schools, all operating for the purpose of training those admitted and with
the idea of almost complete turnover and systematic discharge at the
completion of the training schedule. It soon became apparent that although
Seguin 1 s methods of training were excellent, the degree to which individual
patients could benefit by these treatments was limited by their individual
innate capacity. The status of idiots could be changed but little. This
meant a change in the role of the schools. The state schools, that had
taken on. the educational responsibility of these people, found that they
had become clogged with a large population of incurables. Former intake
policies were shattered. The schools had become custodial in function.

However, while some schools accepted the custodial role only, many
continued in their training capacity also. The latter group confined
their efforts largely, of course, to the higher-grade feeble-minded in
1 5
their midst, with whom progress through training could be realized.
When it becomes necessary to make selections regarding material
as changeable and dynamic as the human personality, with the hope of
a reasonable prediction of success or failure in given situations, there
is inevitably a search for objective measures to counteract the subjective
elements involved. Such a need was felt not only by the training schools
for the mentally deficient which were clogged with custodial cases, but
also by educators in public school systems. How could such groups select
by a scientific procedure, rather than by armchair speculations, the
individuals able to complete the various stages of programs of studies
and training offered? To meet this need in France, Alfred Binet in-
troduced a series of tests loosely called Intelligence Tests or I.Q.
tests. It was Binet' s hope to measure innate intelligence, or the in-
dividual's potentialities for intellectual development, as opposed to
acquired or factual knowledge.
No one has delved into brain pathology, biochemistry, or similar
fields to the extent of discovering wh&t differentiations exist in these
areas between the feeble-minded and the normal individual, although
one would suspect that such obvious and gross behavior differences as
exist must in some way be accompanied by tissue differences. Since
3 Ibid ., pp. 36-42.

there is no means of physical diagnosis, one is forced to evaluate
the individual's innate intelligence by that individual's performance
or behavior. Binet hoped to do this very thing when he developed his
series of intelligence tests. The Binet I. Q. test consists of what
really is a series of little achievement tests assigned to various
age levels after they, the test items, had been standardized on large
groups of school children. Since Binet' s purpose was to measure innate
intelligence, he proposed to reach this goal by having the tests free
from environmental influences. The test includes such items, to name
only a few, as memory for digit series, word definitions, differentia-
tions between abstract words, detection of absurdities in statements
and pictures, solving codes, and memory for forms.
In scoring the tests, a mental age score was computed by
giving the individual credit in years and months for the test items
he completed correctly. His mental age score was said to show that
the individual was comparable in intelligence to most children whose
choronological ages were equal to the mental ag_ score of the person
tested. This obviously gave only a picture of performance as com-
pared to other children, but not as compared to the individual's own
chronological age or compared to other children of his chronological
age. To give this latter picture, the I.Q. score, or intelligence
quotient, is computed by dividing the mental age score by Hie in-
dividual's chronological age. This ratio, the I.Q., was supposed to
remain constant and could, therefore, be used as a predictive mea? ure.

. The tests were accepted with great enthusiasm. I. Q. was on
the lips of everyone until the very letters seemed to hold the magical
charm that opened a long barred door. Needless to say, in this initial
outburst of enthusiasm, the tests were over-rated. This influence is
still nurtured in the minds of the general public, among those not closely
enough associated with the actual use of the test to see the fallacies
involved.
Popular use of tests to measure intelligence did, however, make
it evident that different grades of feeble-mindedness existed. It was a
man named Goddard who, in America, publicly attached names to various
groupings of I. Q. scores. He recommended the following classification.
Idiots were those with mental age scores up to and including two years.
Imbeciles were those with mental age scores from three years to seven
years inclusive. Morons were those with mental ages from seven to
twelve years. These apply, of course, to persons much older chronologicall r
than the mental age score would indicate. Consideration of the I. Q. ranges
makes this clearer. The idiot has an I. Q. score of twenty-five or below.
The imbecile has an I. Q. range of from twenty-five to fifty. The moron
has an I. Q. range from fifty to seventy-five. Their obvious incapabilities
made the idiots and imbeciles easily recognizable as feeble-minded. How-
ever extensive use of the I. Q. test showed that there were many who
scored as morons on the test and were technically feeble-minded, who
were carrying on in society with no marked difficulty. This latter
category was only brought to attention through testing processes.
Obviously a diagnosis of feeble-mindedness was not appropriate on the

basis of- tests alone, -when many of these individuals had been living
along in the community and making their way among normal people on a
level other than that which the test score would seem to indicate.
Aside from the fact that I. Q. scores did not necessarily denote
differences in social functioning, particularly among the moron group,
was tne discovery that the I. Q, is not constant. One can get practi-
cally as many I. )• scores from one individual as there are tests given.
Then too, the tests were not free from the influences of environmental
factors. There is always the problem of individual interest and effort,
set, at the time of administering the test. Also, the tests are highly
verbal. This indicates that past experience with verbal material as well
as different sensory acuities should be weighted as important factors.
Almost no experienced person today would be as rash as to acclaim
that the Binet I. Q. test is a measure of innate intelligence. Rather,
it is a rough and crude tool by means of which little wedges are driven
down to sample the individual's performance and achievement in various
areas, tne scoring to be based on a comparison with the achievement of
many others of like chronological age on the same test. As a sole measure
of one individual's intellectual capacity, the intelligence test falls down.
It does roughly classify people into the various groupings, but cannot
be used alone inaccurately diagnosing or making plans and prognosis for a
single individual.
This does not mean that the I. Q. test has been eliminated from
the best clinical usa^e. Quite on the contrary, it is widely used. How-
ever, it should always be supplemented by other data. And so, beyond
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I. Q. scores, we have other descriptive data pertinent to the individual's
ability to function in the society in which he lives, which helps to de-
scribe these levels of feeble-mindedness named by Goddard. Idiots, who
often come from superior or average families, depend on others for most of
their personal needs. They usually cannot feed themselves and exhibit
practically no speech. The life expectancy for idiots is short. The idiot
cannot protect himself from ordinary dangers and needs continual care simi-
lar to that required by a three-year-old child.
Large numbers of imbeciles are likely to come from inferior stock.
They require close social supervision and cannot profit from regular schol-
astic training. Imbeciles can protect themselves from simple dangers, are
capable of self help, and have some linguistic expression. They are so-
cially unproductive and frequently reach adult life.
The moron group is much larger than the idiot and imbecile groups
added together. In general one can say that these people are of dull in-
telligence and never live sumptuously. Morons can look after their personal
needs and can do productive work under direction. They never manage them-
selves nor their affairs with any degree of skill. They are successful with
independent management of their affairs only under favorable environmental
conditions and for brief periods of time. They are harder to recognize
than either of the two categories just mentioned. They have poor judgment.
They can't work on problems requiring mental solution. They usually fail
to take into account the point of view of others and their thinking is
scattered, irrelevant, and illogical. Rigidity is often one of their
characteristics. They dislike changing to new tasks, they like a monoton-
ous job, and they tend to conform rigidly to the standards of their group.

However, in considering the data given above, one must always consider
that no two people are ever exactly alike.
The dynamic quality and the vast complexity of a human being
makes diagnosis difficult. Dr. Fernald, famous superintendent of one of
the Massachusetts schools for the feeble-minded, has made clear the types
of behavior sampling and knowledge he considered necessary as a supplement
to testing in the diagnosis of feeble.-mindedness in the case of any given
individual. He called this material his Ten Point Scale. The scale is mad<
up of ten itemsj i.e., physical examination, family history, personal and
developmental history, history of school progress, examination of school
work, practical knowledge, economic efficiency, social history, moral
4
reactions, and mental examinations and psychometric tests.
In general, what are some of the kinds of pictures one would expect
to find, in varying degrees, under some of these ten points when the scale
is applied to feeble-minded individuals? First of all, in developmental
data, which is difficult to obtain above the earliest years, one often
finds a history of retardation; retardation in walking, talking and denti-
tion. Failure to establish habit training within a reasonable length of
time is not uncommon. Physical abnormality, such as defective muscular
coordination, may be found. Scholastic capacity is nearly always poor
and below the sixth grade level. There is usually a history of school
retardation. A lack of general knowledge and general information is usual.
4 Harvey M. Watkins, "How Adequately Can Social Service Solve
Community Care of the Feeble-minded," The Boston Medical and Surgical
Journal
,
193:- 678-682, October 8, 1925.

Unmoral and anti-social tendencies are frequently present. Again it
must be emphasized that individual variation is great. Only skill, born
of study and experience, is capable of making such a diagnostic evaluation
of the fine shades of differentiation with any degree of accuracy. Today
we do not look upon mental deficiency as a supernatural or weird state,
but rather as some intellectual inadequacy or lack made evident in the
poor quality of the social, emotional, and intellectual behavior of
the individual.
Up to this point, we have been coming to grips with the defini-
tion of feeble-mindedness by means of historical review and descriptive
data. By way of summary and to add concreteness to the concept, some
definitions selected by leaders in the field follow. Dr. A. F. Tredgold
says that feeble-mindedness is a "state of restricted potentiality for,
or arrest of, cerebral development, in consequence of which the person
affected is incapable at maturity of so adapting himself to his environ-
ment or to the requirements of the community as to maintain existence in-
,
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dependently of supervision or external support."
As stated by C. Stanley Raymond, "Feeblemindedness is a condition
characterized by lack of normal development of the intelligence resulting
from imperfect development of the brain structure or from damage to the
brain by disease or injury sustained before birth, at birth, or during the
6
first few years of life."
5 Ibid. , p. 2
.
6 C. Stanley Raymond, A State Program for the Supervision and
Training of the Feebleminded, p. 1.

" The American Association for the Study of the Feeble-minded
adopted the following definition. "The term 'feebleminded' is used
generically to include all degrees of mental defect due to arrested or
imperfect mental development, as a result of which the person so afflicted
is incaoable of competing on ecual terms with his normal fellows or
7
managing himself or his affairs with ordinary prudence."
Another definition of English origin states that, "The only really
satisfactory criterion of mental deficiency is the social one, and if a
person is suffering from a degree of incomplete mental development which
renders him incapable of independent social adaptation and which necessi-
tates external care, supervision, and control, then such person is a mental
8
defective.
"
Yepsen has aptly stated that any definition of feeble-mindedness
should include four items; i.e., ineffective integration or lack of ability
to make a meaningful whole from discrete parts, tendency to react on the
affective rather than on the cognitive level, perseverative tendency in
action which indicates a demonstrable lack of resilience and flexibility,
9
end lastly a disacuity in discerning relationships which are elemental.
7 Neil A. Dayton, "The Problem of Feeble-mindedness," The
Journal of the Medical Association of Georgia . Vol. 18, June 1929, p. 1.
8 Stanley P. D&vies, op_. ext.
, p. £.
9 Lloyd Yepsen, "Defining Mental Deficiency," American Journal
of Mental Deficiency. 46: 200-205, October 1941, p. 6.
"

CHAPTER III
THE MASSACHUSETTS STATE PROGRAM FOR THE CARE OF
THE MENTALLY DEFICIENT
As stated in the introduction, this is a study of mentally deficient
girls in wage homes and under supervision of the Division of Mental Defic-
iency. It has been indicated in the last chapter that such subjects as
feeble-minded girls yri.ll characteristically display inadequate social be-
havior as a result of innate intellectual incapacity. This chapter is de-
voted to a brief description of the setting of the study, the state program,
with special emphasis on the function of the Division of Mental Deficiency
in community supervision, where the case material used in the study was ob-
tained.
The Massachusetts program for the mentally deficient, which has
been copied in entirety or in parts by most of the other states, is usually
described under five headings; i.e., identification, registration, educa-
tion, supervision, and segregation. Early, accurate, and comprehensive
identification of the feeble-minded is not an easy task, but is a task of
vast importance. An individual whose inferiority has not been diagnosed at
an early age and who has been forced to compete continually with normal
children and hence face failure and frustrations is more than likely to
develop all sorts of mechanisms of compensation, anti-social behavior being
a likely pattern. Also a child in such an inappropriate setting, geared
for normal children, is not benefiting from training programs suited to
his needs.
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Under a compulsory education system, it is obvious that the best
setting for early and comprehensive identification of the mentally deficient
is through the school. The Department of Education and the Department of
Mental Health cooperate to this end. In 1919 a law was passed which set
up traveling school clinics. These clinics, under the Department of Mental
Health, began to function throughout the state of Massachusetts in 1921.
Each of the state hospital districts is served by a single clinic. The
clinics themselves are each headed by a psychiatrist, a doctor specially
added to a state hospital staff to fill this position, who works in cooper-
ation with a clinic team. In each clinic the psychiatrist does all the
physical and mental examinations. The psychologist gives the mental tests,
and the social worker obtains the personal and family history. Diagnosis
is made on the basis of an all-inclusive picture, as the Ten Point Scale
described in Chapter II. Recommendations are made to the referring agency.
All such information is, of course, confidential.
A special form of duplicate report is provided by the State Department
of Mental Health and returned to them for registration purposes. Registra-
tion is also made of reports sent by out-patient clinics where children
can be brought for examination, provided such institutions are registered
by the State Department.
Obviously it is not within the scope of this clinical work to examine
all school children. Only selected pupils, those that show signs of mental
retardation and hence the need for examination, are sent to the clinics for
service. Such children are selected by school superintendents who are re-
quired by law to make these referrals. Children are identified by any one,
or more, of the following criteria: school records showing two or more
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grades retarded, failure to earn promotions for two or more years even
though progress to advanced grades has been permitted for reasons other than
scholastic achievement, two or more years 1 retardation in school work as
shown by the age-grade table, and lastly a score on a school administered
group test of 70 or below. The law enacted in 1919 to cover this program
was amended in 1921 and 1931 to read as follows:
The school committee of every town shall annually ascer-
tain, under regulations prescribed by the Department and
the Department of Mental Diseases, the nunber of children
three years or more retarded in mental development in at-
tendance upon its public schools or of school age and
resident therein. At the beginning of each school year,
the committee of every town where there are ten or more
such children shall establish special classes for their
instruction according to their mental attainments, under
regulations prescribed by the Department. A child appear-
ing to be mentally retarded in any less degree may, upon
reo^uest of the superintendent of schools of the town where
he attends schools, be examined under such regulations as may
be prescribed by the Department and the Department of Mental
Diseases. No child under the control of the Department of
Public Welfare or of the Child Welfare Division of the In-
stitutions Department of the city of Boston, who is three
years or more retarded in mental development within the mean-
ing of this section, shall after complaint aade by the
school committee to the Department of Public Welfare of said
division, be placed in a town which is not required to main-
tain a special class as provided for in this section.10
The purpose of this law was to attend to children who were so re-
tarded intellectually that they did not benefit from the school program
and to provide a program which would meet their needs in a practical manner.
(In 1931 less retarded children, when in need of guidance, were included
in this service.)
These educational demands were realized in actuality by the estab-
lishment of special classes for the mentally deficient in connection with
10 Mass. G. L., Ch. 358, s. 4.6.
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the school system. These classes offer as much variety as is possible.
They utilize special equipment, books, and industrial material. The schol-
astic capacity of these special class children is necessarily low, nearly
always below the sixth grade, so that training preparatory to earning a
living is stressed and fitted to individual needs. A cooperative relation-
ship has been set up in some areas between the social services of the
Division of Mental Deficiency and special class graduates, in order to help
the latter to adapt themselves to community life upon leaving the more
sheltered environment of the school.
Community supervision is the largest area of work handled by the
Division of Mental Deficiency. Supervision in the community consists of
intensive or less intensive case work depending on the need, with mentally
deficient persons who are placed by the Division in wage homes or in train-
ing homes prior to wage home placement because their level of social and
economic competence makes such an arrangement desirable. (Since 1938
some funds have been available for boarding home placements.) The Division
has functioned within the Department of Mental Health since 1923. It is
staffed by four social workers, directed by a psychiatrist and assisted by
a secretary. Cases are referred by public or private agencies, or may be
brought to the Divisions attention by private individuals.
Obviously not all feeble-minded individuals are suitable for parti-
cipation in a set-up of this kind. For this reason, only cases which seem
to have promise of reasonable community adjustment are accepted. Judgment
regarding acceptance or rejection rests in the outcome of a conference of
psychiatrist and social worker, after a thorough investigation guided by
the Ten Point Scale has been made. Defective delinquents, defectives with

anti-social tendencies, and, specifically, sex delinquents are almost cer-
tain to run into difficulty in the community, even under careful supervis-
ion. As a rule, the cases accepted by the Division do not need institution-
alization, but do need limitations on and guidance in their social activ-
ities. There are more girls than boys under the Division's care and the
average I. Q. score of patients placed is sixty-two.
^
Cases accepted by the Division are supervised either on a volun-
tary basis or under legal commitment to the Department. Cases are com-
mitted through the court under the following statute.
If an alleged feeble-minded person is found, upon exam-
ination by a physician qualified as provided by section 53>
to be a proper subject for commitment, thd judge of probate
for the county in which such person resides or is found may
upon application commit him to the custody or supervision of
the department; but no person shall be so committed unless
the approval of the department shall be filed with the ap-
plication for his commitment. If he is committed to the
custody or supervision of the department, the department
shall thereafter have power whenever advidable, to transfer
him to a state school for the feeble-minded, or may cause an
application to be made for his removal to a department for
defective delinquents and such person may be so removed in
the manner provided by section 116. If the alleged feeble-
minded person is conmitted to custody or supervision of the
Department of Mental Health, the said department may tempo-
rarily release him in the manner provided by, and subject to,
the provisions of section 88, or may discharge him under
section 89.12
Although case work procedure is, in general, the same for both
voluntary or committed patients, it is, of course, possible for the Divis-
ion to work more effectively for what is deemed to be the best interests of
the patients when backed up legally by the commitment procedure. Further
11 Madeline Dyar and others, Community Supervision of the Non-
Institutional Mental Defectives in Massachusetts, pp. 1-4.
12 Mass. Q. L.
.
Ch. 123, s. 66A
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power in regard to the regulation of the social relations and financial
interests of committed patients are invested in the Department by the fol-
lowing laws.
An insane person, an idiot, or a feeble-minded person
under commitment to an institution for the feeble-minded, to
the custody or supervision of the Department of Mental Diseases,
or to an institution for mental defectives, shall be incapable
of contracting marriage. The validity of a marriage shall not
be questioned by reason of the insanity, idiocy, or feeble-
mindedness, aforesaid of either party in the trial of a collat-
eral issue, but shall be raised only in a process instituted
in the lifetime of both parties to test such validity.^
The commissioner may deposit in any such bank or trust
company in account entitled, "Patient's Funds," funds belong-
ing to patients, funds deposited by their relatives or friends,
and funds earned by patients who are committed to the Depart-
ment or under its supervision, to be used for their benefit
under regulations prescribed by the Department.14
Although patients are urged to save, this is not unduly stressed.
Much of their money goes for current expenses in the form of such items
as clothing, recreation, emergencies and especially medical and dental
care.
As soon as a patient is accepted by the Division, supervision be-
gins. Most of the girls work as mothers helpers or in some other simple
domestic pursuit. In some cases the patient is already established in a
wage home, where she has been placed by another agency. In such cases,
if the home meets the approval of the Division and if the employer is
willing to continue on with the patient in his new status, no new place-
ment is made. In other cases, making placement in a suitable wage home
is necessary. Wages vary from about one to ten dollars per week. If
13 Mass. Q. L.
.
Ch. 207, s. 5.
H Mass. G. L. Ch. 123, s. 39.

the patient has had no training and it is apparent that he would only meet
with failure in a paid position, training home placement is made as a pre-
liminary to a paid position.
Social workers investigate all new homes and also have as their
duty the interpretation of the state program to both patient and employer.
To facilitate this interpretation, various suggestions and instructions to
both girl and employer have been compiled. This printed material may be
left for further perusal by those concerned. These suggestions and in-
structions will serve here as a means of making clear some of the practical-
ities involved in this three-fold relationship between girl and state, em-
ployer and state, and employer and girl.
The instructions to the employer begin with a request for coopera-
tion with the department and a motherly interest in the girl. In regard
to finances, the employer will keep account of wages due the girl as well
as of her expenditures. The social worker and the employer will decide and
arrange for the necessary purchases. Employers keep vouchers for all pur-
chases over one dollar. Every four weeks a report is sent out to the de-
partment accounting for the money the girl has spent, with vouchers at-
tached and with a check made out to the department for the amount owed the
girl. This latter is deposited in the girl's personal savings account.
In regard to work, the amount is decided upon by worker and employer and
is not to be changed without the worker's consent. The schedule should be
such that the girl has nine hours' sleep and is not required to work beyond
her strength. It is suggested that the patient attend the church of her
faith, preferably with some member of the family. Time for daily rest and
recreation is required. Girls have one free afternoon, or its equivalent,
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every week as agreed upon by employer and social worker. Recreation with
the family is encouraged. No association with other girls under state care
or under the care of any other agency is permitted except with permission
of the social worker. Girls are not usually allowed to have visits with
or from their families or former friends. They are never to be left alone
overnight unless some responsible woman is in charge and are, preferably,
not to be left alone at other times. Girls are not to go out alone after
dark.^ In conclusion, the wage home is, then, permeated with a kind of
maternalistic air and interest which makes it resemble somewhat a tradition-
al foster home placement. It is a home where the girl receives remuneration
for her services, but where her status is different from an ordinary hired
servant.
There are also written instructions for girls, as a concrete guide
to the general pattern of behavior expected of them. They are to maintain
the high standards of the home and consider the family relations confiden-
tial. They are instructed to take note of their personal appearance, to
respect the employer' s furnishings, and to guard their manners and clothing.
They are to attempt to avoid any waste of time, energy, food, or household
supplies. Girls are cautioned to guard habits for the maintenance of
health and wholesome recreation. Lastly, they are to notify the employer
regarding their time of leaving.^ These instructions are really indica-
tive here of not only what is expected of the girls, but also of antici-
pation of the kinds of difficulties and the kinds of misbehavior these
15 Division of Mental Deficiency. Instructions to ^Employers.
16 Division of Mental Deficiency. Nine Points for the Child.

girls are likely to exhibit in a wage home placement.
Further indication of the problems these girls present are found
in suggestions to employers, which, in general are stated as follows.
These boys and girls cannot compete with normal individuals of their own
age. They need guidance and supervision which must be given with tact.
They are deficient; i.e., lack judgment and reasoning power, are suggestible
to others, unable to think clearly and rapidly in unusual situations, un-
able to learn by experience or to apply a previous lesson, and lacking in
foresight as to the result of acts. These girls work best under one routine
and learn by habit training. They cannot take responsibility or initiative,
and often cannot resist temptation. In dealing with the girls, point out
their mistakes in a friendly way, as though to a child. Use encouragement
and patience, not nagging. An understanding conversation and then the chanct
to think it over is more successful than forcing the issue. Causing con-
fession through fear may induce lying. The giving of definite advice is
better than general moralities 17
The general approach and understanding attitude assumed by the
social workers in their work with girls under supervision is indicated by
these suggestions, printed for the employers. The social worker in such
a set-up is always a resource and stable support to tide the girl over
emergencies from minor upsets in the home to general guidance, new home
placements, etc. Community supervision itself offers an acceptable plan
for attempting assimilation by the community of some of the more promising
feeble-minded individuals, thereby lessening the economic pressure on the
17 Division of Mental Deficiency, Suggestions Found Helpful in
Dealing with our Boys and Girls .

state by engaging these people in simple economic pursuits and at the same
time guarding them against the pitfalls of anti-social behavior.
The second large program carried on by the Division of Mental De-
ficiency is called their Home Training Program. The Home Training Program,
which began in 1931> is designed to meet still other needs - needs of the
pre-school, deficient child; the needs of the deficient child awaiting
placement in the already overcrowded institutions; and the needs of the
school-age, deficient child who is not accepted by special classes because
of his low intelligence (I. Q. below 50) or because of some other physical
defect such as paralysis, severe speech defect, etc.
The program consists of a series of lessons suitable for different
grades of mentality as measured by psychological examination. Each lesson
consists of from six to twelve items, each requiring fifteen to ten minutes 1
time. The lessons are brought once a month to the child's home by the so-
cial worker, who teaches the child the new lesson while the mother observes.
For the rest of the month, the mother gives the lesson each day. At the
completion of the daily lesson, the materials are put away, so that the
child's interest will not be dampened and so that he will feel that he at-
tends school regularly as do other children. The simplest lessons are aimed
at sensory training and musuclar coordination. More difficult lessons in-
crease in complexity from the stringing of beads to counting and distinguish-
ing colors.
The Home Training Program serves children from three to sixteen years
of age with I. Q. scores ranging from twenty to fifty. The M. A. scores
run from about one and one half years to five years. The child's sense of
achievement which comes from coping with material geared to his own level
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often eases tenseness at home. As a result, parents often feel that insti-
tutional placement is less urgent. The parents are, at the same time, in-
structed indirectly by this material as to just what interests their child
has and as to what his level is in relation to concrete things, as games,
etc. This encourages more understanding in the handling of the child at
home and makes for easier adjustment.^
The fifth and last aspect of the Massachusetts State Program for
the mentally deficient is that of segregation. Massachusetts has three
state schools for the feeble-minded located respectively at Belchertown,
Waverly, and Wrentham. Persons are accepted on either voluntary or com-
mitted status. The following regulations apply to admissions.
Persons may be committed to the State Schools by a
Judge or Probate following receipt of application, or ad-
mission may be voluntary upon application by parent or guard-
ian in the discretion of the Superintendent of the School to
which application is made. In either case, certification by
a qualified physician is necessary that such person is defic-
ient in mental ability and a fit subject for the school. The
law further provides that upon the written request of his
parent or guardian a person may be admitted for an observa-
tion period not exceeding thirty days to determine whether
or not he is feeble-minded. The courts do not commit indis-
criminately, since the institutions have become so crowded,
and they usually require authorization from a Superintendent
of one or another of the ^chools that the applicant can be
received before the commitment is consummated. Children
committed by the court to the State Schools must remain in-
definitely unless it seems wise and feasible to discharge them.^9
Segregation, or institutional placement, has two functions, that
of custodial care and that of carrying on a training program. The insti-
18 Marion A. Nugent, "A Home Training and Teaching Program for
Mentally Defective Children to be Taught by Parents in the Home," American
Journal of Mental Deficiency, U5' 104-109, July, 1940.
19 Jennette R. Gruener, Feebleminded Children as a Massachusetts
Problem, p. 17.
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tutional service of custodial care has always loomed high. As has been
pointed out in Chapter II, this custodial function is basic to low turn-
over. There is still great institutional overcrowding and huge waiting
lists made up of the names of those who can't possibly receive institution-
al accommodation at the present time. However, such a custodial function
is of great importance. There are numbers of feeble-minded who must be
protected from society and the everyday dangers of the world about us. Im-
beciles and idiots can seldom adjust without some kind of custodial care.
In many cases, family condition and attitudes make home care impossible,
while the patient's inadequacy makes community placement an inadvisable
plan also.
The training program, which was the original purpose of institution-
al care, has as its aim the return of the individual to community life.
Training takes place in diverse areas of life experience; i.e., habit
training, training in getting along with others, vocational training, and
academic training. The program is planned to develop each individual up
to his capacity. Although his intelligence cannot be increased, he can,
perhaps, be socialized. Training is accomplished largely by the develop-
ment of regular habits through compliance with a steady routine and by
constant repetition. Levels of training vary from care of the body, learn-
ing to walk, and learning to talk, to such skills as hair-dressing and
simple mechanical procedures. Besides suitable classrooms, the equipment
includes such things as machines for use in woodworking, shoe repairing,
carpentry, and laundering. Job experience is also provided by assigning
individuals to specific tasks and jobs around the institution. The educa-
tional success of the Massachusetts schools is remarkable. However, a
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long training period is required before a mentally deficient person has
reached a level of achievement high enough to enable him to become self
supporting in the community. Of course, scores of feeble-minded could never
reach such a level with any amount of training. Turnover is still small.
The continued acceptance of new patients is made possible in spite
of long time training and custodial care, by various institutional outlets
such as parole, family care, colony life, and discharge.
Parole here means that a patient is returned to the community on
trial and under the supervision of the institution. Placement of the pa-
tient is made in an approved home where the employer is willing to exercise
careful supervision over the patient. Usually the patient is able to per-
form some service such as odd jobs, farm labor, and domestic help for which
he receives a small remuneration. Some patients get along immediately with-
out undue friction. Others require several placements before a satisfactory
living plan is evolved. Still others never adjust and, as a consequence,
must be returned to the institution. Institutional supervision may contin-
ue for an indefinite period of time, or the institution may discharge the
patient from its care. The latter plan is often facilitated when respon-
sible citizens take an interest in patients.
The second and small outlet is rather ambiguously termed "Family
Care." Family Care refers to the boarding out of patients in private fam-
ilies, a plan which thus far has been tried only by the state school at
Belchertown in order to make room in the institution for trainable children.
For patients in family care the institution has provided board money, social
supervision, medical care, and clothing.

The third and last outlet, which again is of rather a limited
scope, is the colony. A colony consists of a "group of patients from
the parent institution who have been settled at points more or less
distant from the institution, but TJho still remain subject to its juris-
diction and contribute to a greater or less degree by labor to their own
support."20
The only colony in Massachusetts is connected with the Walter E.
Fernald School and is located at Templeton. This farm colony at Temple-
ton accommodates about three hundred men. The colony plan has several ad-
vantages. It offers a homelike atmosphere, discipline is easier, and
friction is decreased as the men are kept busy. The increased contacts
which it offers is a stimulating factor to those who have absorbed all
that the institutional environment has to offer. It offers, therefore, an
opportunity for further development. Secondly, the colony can be a test-
ing or proving ground as to the patient's behavior in a community-like
environment prior to his release into the community at large.
There is one group of feeble-minded for which Massachusetts has
provided specialized care, a group which has not been discussed. These
are the defective delinquents. There are good and bad defectives just as
there are good and bad individuals in other groups within the general pop-
ulation. Some feeble-minded individuals can be trained in moral habits
quite successfully while others have only been sources of disorder and dis-
ruption. Many are generally incorrigible, feel unjustly confined, and may
attack their custodians.
20 Stanley P. Bavies, op_. cit., p. 218.
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In 1922 a special division was opened at the Bridgewater State
Farm for male defectives with anti-social traits. In 1926 females were
included in the same division. The department at Bridgewater State Farm
comes under the Commissioner of Correction. In 1928 the Massachusetts law
regarding defective delinquents was amended for a better definition of
this condition and reads as follows.
If on a hearing on an application for commitment as a
defective delinquent, the court finds the defendant to be
mentally defective and, after examination into his record,
character, and personality, that he has shown himself to
be an habitual delinquent or shows tendencies toward be-
coming such, and that such delinquency is or may become a
menace to the public, and that he is not a proper subject for
the schools of the feeble-minded or for commitment as aninsane person, the court shall make and record a finding
to the effect that the defendant is a defective delinquent
and may commit him to such department for defective delinquents
according to his age and sex, as hereinafter provided. 21
Accommodations for girls at the Bridgewater State Farm are not
like a traditional prison. There are no cells. Inmates have separate
rooms with outside windows. Education, recreation, and industrial train-
ing are provided. At the discretion of officials in charge of the divis-
ion, inmates can be recommended for parole to the State Board of Parole. 22
However, facilities at the Farm are not large enough to admit
anywhere near the number of defectives that have been found to be delin-
quent. As a result, many feeble-minded children are to be found at the
so-called reform schools or state training schools throughout Massachusetts.
Institutional care for defective delinquents is important. It is often
possible to teach these patients new habits, habits to replace the undesir-
able ones that have been acquired in a poor home and poor community environ-
21 Mass. G. L.. Ch. 123, s. 13.
22 Stanley P. Davies, on. cit., p. 135.

ment. The magnitude of such a task should not be underestimated. It takes
a feeble-minded person as long to unlearn an acquired habit as it takes
him to learn a new habit to take its place.
Still another group of feeble-minded that have received special
notice in Massachusetts is the group of dependent, deficient children.
In Massachusetts, dependent or neglected children may be committed to the
Bivision of Child Guardianship in the ^tate Department of Public Welfare
until they are twenty-one years old. The number of feeble-minded children
committed to this department as dependent or neglected was so large that
a special part of the Division with its own case workers was set up to deal
with these feeble-minded cases. An attempt is made to place these children
in homes where their defect is understood and dealt with in as sympathetic
a manner as possible. By law (see page ig) these children cannot be
placed in cities or towns where there are no special class facilities.
Unless these children are transferred to another agency, or unless they
are willing to continue on with a voluntary relationship with the state
department, the state has no control over their movements or affairs after
they reach the age of twenty-one.
In conclusion, Massachusetts has a program of five aspects for
state care of the feeble-minded. Indentification is made by clinical ex-
aminations by the traveling school clinics of retarded pupils referred by
school superintendents. State Schools take supervisory responsibility for
these clinics as well as offering out-patient services. The Division of
Mental Health cooperates with this identification scheme by keeping a file
which registers all diagnoses of feeble-mindedness from reputable, regis-
tered sources within the state.
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Special educational facilities geared to the needs of the feeble-
minded are established in every town or city where there are ten or more
children who are three or more years retarded in mental development. Home
training for pre-school children and older children unable to gain ad-
mittance to state schools or special classes is provided by the Division
of Mental Deficiency in the Department of Mental Health. Community super-
vision for older girls and boys judged to be capable of wage home place-
ments, with giidance, is also provided by the Division.
State schools offer training programs as preparatory to community
living and also offer custodial care. The special needs of delinquent and
dependent defective children have received some recognition through the
establishment of a special division at the Bridgewater State Farm for the
former and a special unit in the Division of Child Guardianship for the
latter.
Such a complete and lucid study as that of Dr. Jennette R. Gruener
"23
entitled "Feebleminded Children as a Massachusetts Problem ^ and from which
some of the information in this paper in regard to the state program was ob-
tained, makes clear that although Massachusetts has set up a good framework
for the care of the feeble-minded, there is still much to be done. The
tremendous waiting lists of the State Schools and the vast discrepancies
between the number of registered feeble-minded and the number of feeble-
minded who are getting some type of special service make this evident.
Dr. Gruener suggests the enlargement of the existing facilities and also
the coordination and thoughtful use of existing services and opportunities.
23 Jennette R. Gruener, op., cit.
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CHAPTER IV
METHOD AND RESULTS
It will be remembered that the question under consideration here is
the adjustment of the mentally deficient girls in homes in the community
with the aid of social service furnished by the Division of Mental Defic-
iency. The concept of feeble-mindedness itself has been described in
Chapter II, while the plan for community supervision under the Division
of Mental Deficiency has been discussed in Chapter III. Case material from
the Division is considered here.
Any plan to deal with the adjustment of these feeble-minded girls
in the community must take into account the question of what, exactly, does
adjustment mean in terms of the situation being considered. Adjustment can-
not be a concrete, static concept. Rather, it is actually a relative thing.
It has to do with the relationship, the coming together in harmony, of two
things. Here it is the life in the community, as represented largely by
the wage home, which must adjust or come together in an harmonious relation-
ship. Obviously, the twofold aspect of this situation is of great import-
ance. Not only the girl's adjustment to the community, but the community's
adjustment to this feeble-minded girl is involved. The social service of-
fered by the Division of Mental Deficiency enters into the picture as the
coordinating factor which brings the individuals together and attempts to
guide their relationship on as harmonious a plane as possible, with as
little dependence on the state as is possible or reasonable. In promoting
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this harmonious relationship, the worker interprets the threefold relation-
ship; helps in emotional conflicts and thereby helps to establish future
patterns for dealing with the same; stands by in any emergency; makes cer-
tain that the girl's physical and recreational needs are met; and encour-
ages the employer to take increasing responsibility. At the same time the
girl is encouraged to develop to the extent of her capacity.
The fact that the girl and employer both participate in a relation-
ship, which is termed "adjustment" in this paper, has already been consid-
ered. The problem now is to break these generalized terms down into more
concrete measures that can be utilized in this study. First of all, con-
sider the girl herself. As has been noted, she is feeble-minded, with an
I. Q. score which averages for the groups at about 63. 3» with a range from
an I. Q. score of 45 to an I. Q. score of 79. One cannot expect this girl's
innate intelligence to be raised with the resulting flexibility, good judg-
ment, and insight in the field of social behavior. With this in mind, one
can look for the following factors as at least partially indicative of her
adjustment or lack of adjustment.
1. Ability to contribute regularly toward self support (money or
labor)
.
2. Evidence of growth in management of self or personal affairs
in any area.
3. Conflict with the law or generally accepted moral code.
4. Home replacements required because of failures on the girl's
part.
5. Evidence of deterioration in management of self or of personal
affairs
.
These five points have been selected as important factors indicative
of the girl's adjustment for the following reasons. First, these feeble-
minded girls could acquire good habits and hence evidence some growth or
some independent management of their affairs. Since they are capable of
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doing simple work as indicated by their very selection for placement in the
community, this should be indicative of adjustment. Because of the repress-
ive measures and safeguards placed on these girls by the state and employer
as well as because of the guidance given them, it also seems reasonable to
expect that avoidance of conflict with the law or accepted moral code is en-
tirely possible. The negative aspects of these points have also been in-
cluded.
The employer's part in the adjustment cannot be left out, since
these girls are so dependent in various ways on those about them. The two
together must be considered if a true picture of this particular type of
adjustment is to be obtained. The girl's adjustment, due to her typical
suggestibility and lack of judgment, depends a great deal on the employer.
The employer' s own innate capacity could enable her to grow in flexibility,
good judgment, and insight in dealing with these feeble-minded girls, hence
enabling them to adjust.
In considering the community or employer' s angle of the relation-
ship, one can consider the following:
1. Evidences of growth of the employer' s sense of responsibility
for the girl's guidance in things that might be left to the
state worker.
2. Wage home removals because of the employer's failure to handle
the girl properly.
3. Evidence of lessening of the employer' s sense of responsibility
for the girl's guidance.
Most girls are placed in wage homes. However, in some cases girls
are supervised in boarding homes or in homes of their families. In such
cases, the same criteria apply, the people in these homes representing the
community in the same way that the employers do in the wage placements.
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- To be sure, these divisions are artificial and unrealistic. The
participation of the girl and employer, as representing the community, are
so subtly dovetailed that no real division can be made. Each individual
personality is so utterly complex and changing, not to mention the impact
of outside forces which influence it by chance or in an unseen, steady
stream, that all shades of relationships and adjustments of the two fact-
ors involved here, girl and employer, cannot possibly be sorted out. This
study is limited in its extent by available material, the time allotted for
its perusal, and the limited training and experience of its author. There-
fore, the method used here is proposed for use in this particular situa-
tion, not because it purports to even scratch the surface of all the subtle-
ties mentioned above, but because it offers a rough tool by which some kinc
of measurement other than arbitrary opinion can be made in regard to the
functioning of these girls in the community.
The method used in considering the adjustment in the cases was
as follows. Twenty records were selected from the community supervision
cases, girls only, active with the Division of Mental Deficiency between
1930 and 1940 inclusive. Ten of these records were selected at random from
a list of 28 compiled by one of the social workers of the Division as cases
of long standing or as representative examples of the work of the Division.
Ten other cases were selected by pulling from the alphabetical file every
other case, girls only, which was active with the Division at any time in
the ten-year span between 1930 and 19^0 inclusive.
Each case was read in order to obtain, as far as possible, a pic-
ture of the adjustment of patient and employer. The points of evaluation
of adjustment were considered throughout the reading. On the basis of
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material which the reader selected from the record as evidence in her mind
of significant data under any of the points, an evaluation was made for
each case. This evaluation was entirely dependent on the reader 1 s judg-
ment.
A schedule ( see appendix) was used which included space for identi-
fying data and significant history at the time of placement. The points
were also listed to enable the reader to jot down notations helpful in
making a judgment of the material. This material was then evaluated and
given a score of excellent adjustment, good adjustment, fair adjustment,
or poor adjustment.
Excellent adjustment applies to those cases where, in the reader'
s
judgment, the girl and employer found it necessary to call on the social
worker on only rare occasions or for routine detail connected with the
state affiliation. The two seem to have reached a nice balance. In these
cases the employer has been increasingly able to manage the girl and the
girl has been able to accept this guidance, so that the worker's contacts
are but few.
Good adjustment indicates that both employer and girl have attained
a reasonably good working relationship, but that they continue to call on
the worker in many instances, and many services have to be continued. Some
signs of improvement in the girl's behavior or in the employer's understand-
ing are noted.
Fair adjustment shows that the reader feels that there is no im-
provement in the status of the relationship. The worker, employer, and
girl still are reacting on almost the same level as when the case first
began. However, the girl still continues in community life.

Poor adjustment means that the girl can no longer respond to com-
munity supervision and the case must be discharged or transferred. The
protection of society and the interests of the girl demand a more re-
stricted environment.
In presenting the results, a short paragraph summary of each case
is included. This paragraph includes some evidence of the degree of social
competency at time of placement, the score which the writer has given the
case, and some of the material on which this judgment was based. The ten
cases picked at random from the list selected by the social worker are pre-
sented first. The ten cases pulled from the file at random are presented
last.
In the first group of ten cases, seven were committed to the Div-
ision and three were being supervised on a voluntary basis. The age at
commitment ranged from 17 to 22, with six girls being committed at the age
of 21. This mode at the age of 21 is probably largely accounted for by the
fact that the majority of referrals in this group were from the Division
of Child Guardianship, referrals of girls who were automatically discharged
from their care at the age of 21. The I. Q. score range for this group
is from 56 to 79, with a mean average of 66. The number of years that
these girls had been under the supervision of the Division ranges from
1U years to one year. The cases in group one follow.
Case No. 1
May had an I. Q. score of 60. Her home environment
was dirty and crowded. She had a pleasing personality - was
willing, honest, and affectionate. This girl was not excess-
ively interested in boys, but she was suggestible and lacking
in judgment. After an3JL$gitimate pregnancy, she was placed

in wage homes and finally committed to the Division. The adjust-
ment achieved in the wage home has been excellent.
The employer has shown real understanding of how the girl's
limitations account for many of her failures to conform to house-
hold routines. She developed skill in handling the girl* s emotion-
al upsets and in approaching the girl successfully for the purpose
of guidance. It finally became necessary to contact the worker
only a few times a year when a definite stand had to be taken on
various issues.
May herself showed gains, especially in the management of
her financial affairs and recreation. She began to manage her
money quite well and took on the responsibility of a regular pay-
ment toward the board of her child. She learned to shop alone
and to buy more wisely. From early extreme shyness and avoidance
of social functions, she took the active part in planning her
own vacations and attended plays, concerts, and church functions
with friends.
Case No. 2
Stella had an I. Q. of 79 and was in a wage home when she
was accepted for supervision. No particular problems are noted.
She did have a poor memory, spent her money on cheap jewelry, and
moved about freely alone.
The case has been rated as fair. There seems to have
been no continuing, reasonably good relationship between this girl
and employers. Stella was replaced about five times. Sometimes
she was moved because she couldn't cope with the kind of work the
job demanded. At other times she preferred to be near her friends
or in an easier place. She continued to spend her money care-
lessly and continued to be unclean about her person. The type
and extent of service required of the worker seemed to remain
the same throughout.
Case No. 3
Mary's I. Q. score was 65. The girl had not had super-
vision in her untidy home where she and her adult brother lounged
about all day. Mary was pale and seemed undernourished. She was
shy, quiet, and unattractive. This adjustment has been scored as
good. Although Mary showed vast improvement, frequent replace-
ments have been necessary.
An early training home discharged Mary because she was
utterly unfamiliar with household appliances and methods and did
not learn ouickly. Wage home discharges were due largely to the
girl's belligerent moods which were usually broken by threats of
discharge, She also was incapable, lacked interest in her work,
and seemed incapable of amusing herself. A few employers re-
tained her longer than they would have because she seemed
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friendless, or because of the worker's interest in the girl. Only
one employer gave Mary a great deal of affection and guidance in
every detail, but the belligerent storms brought about discharge.
Mary only contributed irregularly to her own support, some-
times loafing at home for long periods between jobs. She contin-
ued to have the belligerent periods during which she was disagree-
able and her work was poor. However, she did learn to work better,
waited table well, and showed taste in table setting. From great
confusion and inability to find her way around, she began to be
able to find her way about. She learned to shop and finally took
the initiative in making her own vacation plans. She was improved
in appearance, dress, posture, and in manners.
Case No. L.
Kate's I. Q. score was 70. She was committed when she
became too old for the care of another agency, but remained in
their home and continued working for her keep. This adjustment
has been scored as excellent. There is little evidence of im-
provement, as the adjustment has been excellent from the be-
ginning.
The employer took this girl in as one of the family. She
gave her a great deal of careful supervision and failed to be
unduly upset by the girl's minor emotional upsets. It was nec-
essary for the worker to make only a few contacts regarding such
matters as healtto service and financial backing.
Kate herself was neat and efficient. She could shop well,
worked well, and managed the boys in the household very well. She
worked continually and had a few jobs in the neighborhood.
Case No. 5
Dot had an I. Q. score of 60. The girl did not realize
her deficiency, was very social, and was unable to travel around
alone. She had a serious visual and hearing defect. Dot was un-
attractive, but clean about her person. At commitment Dot was
allowed to continue in the wage placement arranged for her under
the care of another agency. This case has been scored as fair.
Although some minor improvements have been noted, no prolonged
adjustment has been attained and social service remains very
active.
Dot has been placed in about thirteen different homes,
earning or boarding between wage home placements. Two employers
apparently failed noticeably in the proper handling of this girl.
Most employers seemed favorably impressed with Dot for a while.
Then the girl seemed to become too self assured. Most replace-
ments seemed to be related to the girl' s insolent behavior when she
was corrected. She continued to have very fixed ideas, insisted
upon doing things her own way, and was disobedient and rebellious

when expected to follow the employer's directions. Replacements
were also necessitated by the girl's over-attachments to babies
in the home, and in one home by the girl having sex relations
with her boy friend.
Dot did seem to show a growth in independence in making
selections when shopping with the worker and seemed less dependent
when walking on the street. She was unable to find her own way
about.
Case No. 6
Barbara had an I. Q. of 66. She had no undesirable tend-
encies; was dignified, neat, clean, and had a pleasing personality.
Her reactions were quite infantile and she was inclined to be
somewhat over-affectionate. She was willing, but very slow. At
commitment Barbara remained in the home where she was already em-
ployed. This adjustment has been scored as excellent. Although
girl and employer didn't seem to accept state affiliations and
were antagonistic at first, they did seem to gain acceptance of
the worker, used her as a resource, and cooperated in routine
matters.
No replacements were necessary. The employer and girl
seemed to handle things themselves quite well. Social service con-
tacts were few. However, this girl had rather a close connection
with relatives. This occasioned some disturbance.
Case N . 7
Betty had an I. Q. of 71. Before commitment this girl had
been in foster homes throughout most of her childhood. She had been
very easy to supervise, good-natured, and had little or no boy in-
terest. Under the care of the Division Betty has presented problems,
but marked evidences of improvement influenced the writer to score
the adjustment as good.
An early replacement was necessitated by Betty' s illegitimate
pregnancy. Her manner in this first home had been independent, and
she continued keeping late hours, etc,, against the employer's ad-
vice. The second employer showed a great deal of interest and un-
derstanding. Betty showed marked improvement in this home, where
she remained for several years until the employer felt she was be-
coming too much like one of the family.
This girl learned to handle children more adequately, and
hence stopped upsetting her own child during foster home visits.
Betty improved in the handling of her money. She became less moody
and let a fairly satisfactory social life. She also improved in
the matter of personal hygiene.

Case No. 8
Molly had an I. Q. of 56. She was extremely slow, but man-
aged to work fairly well when on a schedule. She was rough and
coarse. Her language was ill-mannered and she herself was disre-
spectful and insolent. At commitment Molly remained in the place-
ment made by the referring agency. Her adjustment has been scored
as good. There seems to have been some slight gains and some
minor deterioration. Bat on the whole, social service has remained
quite inactive and replacements have been frequent.
One employer continued with Molly for several years. There
were continual arguments and flare-ups, but the employer and girl
worked most of them out. Other placements were marred by the girl's
sauciness and disrespect, also by her roughness in manner and in
working habits. Molly's reliability and honesty helped overbalance
her personality difficulty in several placements. Some employers
would have continued with her longer if Molly herself hadn't wanted
to change.
Molly showed some improvement in that she learned to make
her own vacation plans, to find some jobs though old contacts, and
to handle her expense accounts. Her social contacts increased and
she became a very active, though difficult, member of a Y.W.C.A.
group.
Some slight deterioration in the adjustment might be detected
in the girl's increasing difficulty in accepting her connections with
the state department.
Case No. Q-
Tina had an I. Q. score of 63. She was under-weight, nervous,
and shy to new experiences. Tina could wash and iron but she could
not be relied upon for care of children or routine household chores.
She was allowed to remain in the convent doing domestic work, a place-
ment made by the referring agency. Her adjustment has been scored as
good. She has continued in this placement with only a few emotional
flare-ups. Throughout the placement social service continued to
take responsibility for frequently needed medical attention, etc.
Tina has seemed to gain some poise and is a little less shy
in new situations. She makes some friends for herself and some of
the convent people have showed some interest in her by taking her to
their homes for short visits.
Case No. 10
Nancy's I. Q. score was 70. She was being treated for con-
genital syphilis and was enuretic. She was neat, pleasant, slow,
and methodical. Just before commitment, Nancy was threatening to
run away from home because she disliked her step-mother. The girl's
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presence in the home seemed to be a disruptive factor between step-
mother and father. Another agency was working with the family and
cooperated with the Division in the supervision of this girl. The
adjustment has never been good and seems to remain on a level. The
writer has, therefore, scored this adjustment as fair.
Nancy had two placements. The first employer gave this
girl very careful supervision and continually handled the girl 1 s
emotional outbursts and showe of disatisfaction in an understand-
ing manner. The second placement, where the girl was under the care
of nuns, also was a good one and one where interest in the girl's
welfare and guidance was evident.
This girl herself was quite uncooperative during placement.
She was boy crazy, illegitimately pregnant, and ran away from one
placement. The case was reopened later when the girl returned.
Nancy again only adjusted moderately well. There was no improve-
ment in her enuretic condition. Nancy' s appearance did improve,
but she reverted to her slack habits whenever supervision was re-
laxed.
This girl's family interfered continually in agitation for
the girl's discharge from the state care and in regard to quarrels
at home.
In the second group of cases, five were committed and five were be-
ing supervised on a voluntary basis. The ages at commitment ranged from
ten to 56 with the majority falling between the ages of 1U and 22. The
I. Q. scores for this group range between 45 and 76. The mode falls at 60,
while the arithmetical mean is 6O.7. The number of years that these girls
have been under supervision up to 1940 ranges from one to 13. The cases in
group two follow.
Case No. 11
At commitment Anne had an I. Q. of 45. She was in good phys-
ical condition and was fairly attractive. Her family had placed her
in a private academy where she was quite happy. The Division replaced
Anne in a home where special class facilities were available. This
adjustment has been excellent from the beginning. The employer showed
increased understanding and some of Anne's obvious defects were some-
what improved.
No replacements were necessary. The boarding mistress showed
Anne a tremendous amount of affection and paid particular attention
to correcting some of the girl's defects. At first the boarding
mistress could not accept Anne's deficiency. However, she gradually
•
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recognized the girl's defect without diminishing her affection. Her
interest made it possible for Anne to continue in a special class in
spite of her disturbing behavior and the fact that she was above the
age limit.
Anne looked much better after the placement. Under direction
her speech defect improved, her manners were better, and she could
walk and run more normally. She did participate in some of the
household tasks, but inefficiently. Anne remained happy, affection-
ate, and good-natured.
Case No. 12
Trisha had an I. Q. of 58. She was removed from the wretched
conditions of an almshouse and placed with one of her aunts. This
family showed understanding of Trisha and Trisha herself made marked
improvement. The adjustment has been scored as excellent.
No replacements were necessary. Under her aunt's care Trisha
showed marked personality improvement. She was overcoming her shyness,
was happy, and was well behaved.
Case N
. 13
Ruth had an I. Q. score of 60. She came from a comfortable
home where she had had a tutor. She also had a sum of money which
was manged by a lawyer, her guardian. Prior to placement Ruth had
had an illegitimate child. She made a refined appearance and was
a good worker. This girl would be unlikely to do wrong intention-
ally, but was very easily influenced. No notable adjustment has
been achieved between this girl and any of her employers, No marked
improvement was noted. The case has been scored as fair.
Many replacements have been necessary. None was due to the
outstanding failure of the employer. Ruth's replacements were
largely due to her own flighty behavior and suggestibility. She
told neighbors that she wasn't paid enough; resented small criticisms
of her work, and was stirred into leaving a job by an unscrupulous
job hunter.
Case ^o. i
Celia had an I# Q. score of 51. She had deserted her husband
and children in another state. Celia made a nice appearance. When
accepted for general supervision she complained of nervousness, ina-
bility to sleep, and freq.uent fainting spells. This woman had her
own flat, supporting herself on relief money and occasional house-
work. There was some question of her being a prostitute. There was
little change in the total situation under supervision, so the case
has been scored as fair.
No change in the woman' s living conditions was necessary. She
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was urged to follow clinical advice, but symptoms persisted. She
also was reassured in her moods of anxiety regarding her children,
so no difficulty was incurred from that direction.
Case No. 15
Caroline had an I. Q. of 66. She was cheerful and happy
doing housework, though very slow in her work and reactions. This
girl refused to bathe. She has shown no improvement in her habits
and has been replaced continually. The writer felt that this case
remained about on a level, and has scored it as fair.
Replacements were continual. Employers showed no particular
interest in this girl, although one reported that Caroline's good
disposition made up for her slowness. Neither were there any notable
negative aspects in the behavior of any employer.
Caroline continued to be filthy about her person and her
work was sloppy. She had periods when she lost interest in her
work. She handled her money poorly. However, Caroline did parti-
cipate in social affairs at the Y.W.C.A. with the help of social
service, where she was said to be quite a good hostess. Finally
she got exaggerated and unrealistic ambitions regarding possible
education, a factor which might be considered as evidence of de-
terioration in adjustment.
Case Np. 16
At commitment Lena had an I. Q. of 76. She had a very poor
personal appearance, stammered noticeably, and was inclined to flare
up over little things. Lena had very poor eyesight due to congeni-
tal syphilis. She had always been thin and nervous, and had a his-
tory of peculiar mannerisms and behavior. Psychiatric examination
suggested that this girl might be pre-psychotic. Her adjustment
seemed to remain on the same level throughout and has been scored
as fair.
Several placements were necessitated; one because of Lena's
jealousy of a popular girl in the home, and others because of the
girl's poor appearance, stuttering, peculiarities, and unpredictable
behavior. Lena has continued to have physical symptoms for which
there seems to be no medical basis. She also was inclined to be
suggestible to the physical symptoms of others. This girl's pecul-
iarities seemed to make it impossible for her employers to accept
and understand her.
Case Np, 17
Jane had an I. Q. of 60. She had had spinal meningitis
when she was only a few months old. This girl was very undersized,
wiry, and had a childish appearance. She had an early history of
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occasional stealing, but the referring agency reported that she had
been perfectly happy and well adjusted for several years before
commitment to the Division. She was allowed to remain in the home
where she had been placed by the referring agency. She was very
loyal to the employer. However, several replacements have been
necessary. This case has been rated as excellent because the final
placement proved to be so satisfactory.
Several employers failed to show much interest in or under-
standing of this girl's needs. The first employer deserted her fam-
ily, thus necessitating Jane' s removal. Another employer worked
Jane too hard. Other replacements were due to this girl's inability
to do any other kind of work but drudgery and by the onset of epilep-
sy.
Jane herself carried on very well with the household routine
after the crisis in the first household. In every placement she
continually overworked, contrary to the wishes of those about her.
Periods of disagreeableness and epilectic seizures necessitated
some replacements. Finally Jane was placed in a convalescent home
where her seizures were understood and where she has not had an at-
tack for many years, an improvement thought to be due to the under-
standing handling she received. Jane continues to work hard and
she spends her money foolishly on others.
Case No. 18
Beatrice had an I. Q. score of 61 when she was accepted for
voluntary supervision. She had had severe epileptic seizures since
childhood. She was attractive and had nice manners. The adjustment
is recorded as fair as there was no change in the situation.
Throughout the agency contact, Beatrice remained at home with
her mother toward whom there existed a very strong mutual attach-
ment. Epileptic seizures continued to be severe and there was no
change in this unusually close relationship with the mother.
Beatrice did finally go to night school and was well trained
in housework by her mother. Social service made several contacts a
year, standing by in the event of an emergency. The mother continued
to feel that separation from her daughter was too painful, so hos-
pitalization plans did not materialize.
•
Case N
. 19
Ella had an I. Q. score of 63. She was very affectionate,
occasionally dreamy, and very demonstrative. She had been in board-
ing and wage homes since infancy. At commitment Ella remained in the
wage home where she had been placed by the referring agency. This
adjustment has been scored as fair, as neither employers or the girl
herself made any notable adjustments throughout the years.
Ella was replaced several times. In two cases the wage homes
themselves were unsuitable because of excessive use of alcohol on the
_
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part of the employers. In a third case, the employer was an invalid
and hence rather trying for the girl.
The girls own difficult behavior was uppermost in some replace-
ments. Her work was poor. She resented criticism, ke^b late hours,
discussed family affairs about in the neighborhood, and had periodic
severe temper outbursts. Ella continued to have functional physical
symptoms which were the cause of much difficulty and expense. She
always bought foolish, impractical clothes, told fantastic tales, and
picked up strange men.
Case No. 20
Flora had an I. Q. of 6?. This girl had infantile paralysis
and several convulsions as a child. Her posture and gait were over-
active and her control was slow and inaccurate. Prior to commitment
Flora had been running wild in the streets and had been seen with
unwholesome companions. Although this girl made an excellent adjust-
ment in one training home, she slumped in the freer environment of
the wage placement. This case has, therefore, been scored as only
good.
The first training home mistress was high strung, couldn't
understand the girl's ho»« sickness, and didn't have the patience to
train Flora. As a result, Flora was removed. The second training
home mistress took a motherly interest in this girl, who offered the
former an outlet during the unhappy period following her hsuband's death
The elderly people in the household and their friends all cooperated
in furthering Flora's welfare and adjustment. At first the household
actually pivoted around Flora, while later a little more realistic
attitude was adopted. The third employer handled the girl well, but
did not supervise her as closely and did not restrict her so completely.
Flora was very happy in the second training home. Her speech
and general manner improved. Finally she mastered the household rout-
ine with but little supervision and even showed initiative on some oc-
casions.
In the wage home placement, a convalescent home, Flora's level
of adjustment deteriorated. She was less restricted, more under the
poor influence of her family, began to show active interest in men,
and occasionally acted in a coarse manner. Her work was not too good,
but she seemed fairly happy. Flora continued to be enuretic and to
have periods of erratic, poorly controlled behavior and performance.
In the cases in group one, we have seen that three are scored as
excellent, four as good, and three as fair. In group two, three are ex-
cellent, one is good, and six are scored as fair. The only notable differ-
ence in scoring between the two groups was the larger number of cases scored
•

as fair in group two. This seems to be due in part to the fact that in
this group were included cases for general, voluntary supervision - cases
where the girls remained as situated in their homes or apartments and
social service stood by for emergencies. Obviously there would be no
active planning or change of status unless such an emergency should arise.
The fact that only six of the 20 were scored as excellent seems
to indicate that not too pptimistic a view of the program of community su-
pervision should be taken. No cases were scored as poor. This is not es-
pecially significant since cases were selected prior to placement as having
good prognosis. Also, the cases used were all active in 1944. This means
that a discharge or failure wuld only show in the cases opened in 19A0
and discharged in the following years. Such a result actually tends to
reflect the good judgment of those making the selection. However, all
these cases represent a plan for the individual which keeps her function-
ing in the more normal environment of the community and out of the expens-
ive and less productive kind of life in an institution. All of this seems
to indicate that community supervision of these selected cases was an ade-
j
quate program. However, no generalizations can be made due to the limita-
tions of the study which have already been mentioned at the beginning of
this chapter.

CHAPTER V
CONCLUSIONS
Mental deficiency is an innate mental defect usually characterized
by a lack of intellectual development and hence an inability to compete
with others in the same normal social setting. The use of intelligence test-
ing made it evident that there were many slightly below normal individuals
I
who were not particularly noticeable in the everyday world, but who were
suggestible and lacking in judgment. Even if these individuals are carrying
on fairly well, they represent potential social difficulty due to their in-
capacity. Good habit training and selected environment weem to be the best
procedure in coping with this problem.
In Massachusetts, state schools have excellent training facilities.
However, their capacity is limited as there is much institutional clogging
due to custodial cases and financial limitations. Early identification and
suitable educational programs for the mentally deficient are provided in
this state by traveling school clinics, special classes connected with the
public school system, and a home training program. In an attempt to control
the environment of some of the mentally deficient persons living in the com-
munity, supervision by social service departments of institutions and by
the Division of Mental Deficiency in the Department of Mental Health is pro-
vided.
In this study 20 cases have been selected at random from the active
community supervision case load at the Division of Mental Deficiency - cases
of girls and cases active between the period of 1930 and 194-0 inclusive.
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On the basis of record material, the writer judged whether the adjustment
arrived at was excellent, good, fair, or poor. The results seemed to in-
dicate that six adjustments were excellent, five good, and nine fair. None
was scored as poor. This latter fact is probably due to the selected sample.
This study seems to indicate that community supervision is a feasible
plan for many feeble-minded individuals. The conclusion is limited, howev-
| er, in that the cases used are of a specialized nature and few in number.
Also, the method of judgment has been purely subjective, and the judgments
have been made by a person of limited experience in the field.
Nevertheless, even this limited study does point to some interesting
possibilities for further development. There seems to be no particular con-
nection between I. Q. score and success in the community. This brings one
to the point of considering what personality traits seem to make for good
adjustment. There seems to be some indication that affectionate, more pass-
ive persons fit into household routines better than aggressive and notably
peculiar individuals. This seems reasonable. On the other hand, it would
be well to study what kinds of personalities in the community adjust to hav-
ing these mentally deficient girls in their homes. That there is some mu-
tual personality need which is satisfied seems to be suggested in one ob-
vious instance in this study; i.e., the case of the mourning woman who oc-
cupied herself with aiding the feeble-minded girl.
The attitude of girl and employer toward the state might also be a
factor worthy of further study, as there is some indication that agitation
on this score makes some adjustments difficult.
Richard K. Conant, Dean
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1
SCHEDULE
CASE NUMBER SCORE
SEX
BIRTH DATE
RACE
NATIVITY
RELIGION
SCHOOL GRADE REACHED
MARITAL STATUS
DATE OF COMITMENT VOL.
I. Q.
PARENTS - significant data
SIBLINGS - significant data
SltJNIFICANT HISTORY AT TIME OF PLACEMENT - HEALTH OR BEHAVIOR
WORKER'S ESTIMATE OF SOCIAL COMPETENCE AT TIME OF PLACEMENT
SIGNIFICANT WORK BY OTHER AGENCIES
AGENCY DATE TYPE OF WORK
PLACEMENTS MADE BY STATE DEPARTMENT
HOME NO. TYPE REASON FOR REMOVAL

Girl»s ability to contribute regularly toward self-support.
Evidence of growth in management of self or personal affairs in any area*
Conflict with the law or generally accepted moral code*
Replacements required because of failure on the girl's part.
Evidence of deterioration in management of self or personal affairs.
Remarks

Evidences of growth of the employer's sense of responsibility.
Wage home removals because of the employer's failure to handle girl
properly.
Evidence of lessening of the employer's sense of responsibility
for the girl's guidance.
Remarks

SIGNIFICANT CONTACTS WITH CASE
Year Type of consultation
>
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